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Abstract The condition of the geological structure in the surrounding Sermo reservoir shows
that thereLandsat
is a fault8,crossing
reservoir.
Deformation
of that fault
been carried
Abstract
Landsatthe
Data
Continuity
Missionmonitoring
(LDCM) satellite,
was has
launched
on 11
out
by
conducting
GNSS
campaigns
at
15
monitoring
stations
simultaneously.
However,
those
February 2013 with Operation Land Imager (OLI) sensors. This sensor has better radiometric
campaigns
were
not
well
designed.
With
such
a
design,
it
took
many
instruments
and
spent
performance than the previous mission, which is quantized in the 12-bit dynamic range due to
much
money.
For signal-to-noise
the next GNSS (SNR)
campaign,
should
be designed
so that the optimal
network
an
increase
in the
ratio.it In
this analysis,
the spatio-temporal
distribution
configuration
is obtained
and the cost
canwave
be reduced.
In the
the Lombok
design ofStrait
deformation
monitoring
of
the propagation
of the internal
solitary
(ISW) in
was extracted
from
network,
sensitivity
become
very
forwere
detecting
theevents
deformations.
In period
GNSS
the
Landsat
8 imagescriteria
described
for the
firstimportant
time. There
14 ISW
studied for
relative
positioning,
the baseline
components
are correlated,
but this correlation
ignored.
2014
- 2015
using Landsat
8. The
manifestations
of ISW recorded
on Landsatis8often
images
were
This extracted
research examined
the effectmethod
of baseline
component
correlations
on theparameters
design results
the
then
using digitization
to investigate
and
measure several
andofISW
GNSS
configuration
of
the
Sermo
Fault
network
based
on
sensitivity
criterion.
In
this
case,
the
distribution in the Lombok Strait. The estimation results of the average ISW phase velocity in
western
themsfault
1 was taken as a reference, while the other side as an object moving relathis
studyside
areof2.05
with the direction of propagation heading north at an average angle of
tively
against
the
western
side.
This
study found
that
the to
baseline
component
correlation
affects
19.08°. This study has shown
that
Landsat
8 can be
used
monitor
and analyze
several internal
the
results
of
GNSS
network
configuration.
Considering
the
correlation
could
result
a
sensitive
wave parameters in the ocean.
network configuration with a fewer baseline; therefore, the cost and time of field surveys can be
reduced. It can be said that the baseline component correlation needs to be taken into account in
the configuration design of deformation monitoring network.
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1. Introduction
1. Introduction
Internal Waves (IWs) manifestation using the
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is located
in the and
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part
satellite
imagery
have been
widely studied
analyzed
of Yogyakarta,
Indonesia.
It was
builtimagery,
by damming
(Apel,
2004). The
ability of
satellite
both
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andimagery,
officiallyhas
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in 1997.
It can
radar
and river
optical
been used
by several
hold 25 million
cubic the
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of water of
and
serves
researchers
to examine
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IWs
in thea
vital role
as a water
from1985;
whichMitnik,
water is2000;
then
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(Apel
et al., reservoir
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distributed
Water
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serving
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2005;
Jackson,
2007;
Matthews
et al.,
needs Lindsey
for cleanetwater,
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flood by
prevention.
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al., 2018).
Radarand
imaging
synthetic
The condition
of the
the
aperture
radar (SAR)
is geological
capable of structure
detectinginIWs
Sermo reservoir
surrounding
an interesting
signatures
in moreand
detail
compared have
to optical
imagery,
phenomenon.
and Landsat
but
the opticalOverlaying
images cangeological
produce map
coverage
almost
imagery
that there
reverse
and can
thrust
faults
every
dayshow
throughout
the are
world
and also
produce
which sun-glint
cross the images.
reservoir Optical
(Figure sensors
1). This can
condition
some
also beis
confirmed
by (Widagdo,
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&
used
for detecting
IWs surface
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but the
Setiawan, is
2016)
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research
about
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and
viewing
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rock distribution
the area(Jackson,
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geometry
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position
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that
the secondary
structure
which
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2014).
Accordingly,
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can controls
be used
thea rock
distribution
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is in the
as
complement
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images that mountain
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form
of Northwest-Southeast
normal
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at sea level
Northeast
fault,Myasoedov
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on
a nearlyreverse
global scale.
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the
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Project Details Design
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Thefirst
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for the
into thereferred
earth observation
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In
since
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1). Although
Landsat
sensors were

not designed for aquatic applications, the sun-glint
imagery for IWs detection has been previously applied
to imagery
from Landsat
(Apel et al.,
the
last threeacquired
years, deformation
monitoring
has 1975;
been
Sawyer,
1983).
The
panchromatic
band
of
Landsat
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carried out by conducting GNSS campaigns. However,
a spatial
resolution
of 30
mwell
and designed.
15 m withObservations
the temporal
those
campaigns
were
not
resolution
for
16
days,
is
a
tool
that
can
the
were carried out simultaneously at 15 describe
monitoring
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of
IWs
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Although
Landsat
8
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designed so
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Characteristics
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Landsat
8
images
that
have
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12-bit
sensitivity
can interpret the surface more clearly.
cost
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IWs
characteristics
an important
thing can
to
In general, network isoptimization
design
studied
because
this
wave
can
strongly
influence
be classified into several orders, namely zero, first,
some ocean and coastal activities such as acoustic
second, and third orders (Halicioglu & Ozener,
wave propagation, submarine navigation, and coastal
2008; Kuang, 1996; Mehrabi & Voosoghi, 2014). A
engineering (Klemas, 2012). Lombok Strait is very
geodetic network needs to be designed to meet the
popular with the IWs intensive characteristics because
criteria of accuracy, reliability, and low cost. However,
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acurrent
deformation
monitoring
network
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one
complexity.
Lombok Strait
bathymetry
is shown
more
criterion,
thatnorthern
is, sensitivity
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in Figure
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part of to
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1995;
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to design
the
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and
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accuracy
and
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used the precision criteria with analytical methods
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Figure 1. Lombok Strait’s bathymetry contours. Depths are displayed in meters.
The sill between the Nusa Penida and the
Lombok islands is clearly shown in Figure 1. The sill
is approximately 250 m deep (Susanto et al., 2005).
Sill in the Lombok Strait has an important role in
the hydrodynamic process in the Lombok Strait and
adjacent area. The depth and width of the sill provide the
minimum cross-sectional area of the strait, restricting
the flow of water through the strait. So that, the great
current speeds can generate in this sill.
Satellite imaging for IW observations have been
made in the Lombok Strait using either radar or optical
sensors (Mitnik et al., 2000; Susanto et al., 2005; Jackson,
2007; Ningsih et al., 2008; Matthews et al., 2011; Karang
et al., 2012; Lindsey et al., 2018). Previous studies of IWs
have been conducted on SAR images in the Lombok
Strait (Karang & Nishio, 2011; Karang et al., 2012; Mitnik
et al., 2000; Susanto et al., 2005). These studies described
the use of SAR imaging for the detection, estimation
of parameters, and spatio-temporal distribution of
IWs in the Lombok strait. Observation of the Lombok
Strait IWs using optical imagery also has been studied
by using geostationary satellite.. The latest research
uses Himawari-8 geostationary satellite provides the
capability to estimate some IWs parameters (Lindsey
et al., 2018; Karang, Connaniyah, and Osawa 2019).
The use of Landsat imagery for IWs observation have
been done in the various location globally (Kim et al.,
2018; Lavrova et al., 2016; Osadchiev, 2018), however
there is no IWs study using Landsat imagery have been
reported in the Indonesian seas. In this study, the ISWs
characteristic and parameter estimation using Landsat

8 has been observed and analyzed for the first time in
the Lombok Strait.

2. The Methods
Satellite Images and Pre-Processing
Landsat 8 is the newest satellite in the Landsat
program,, has a sensor Onboard Operational Land
Imager (OLI) and the Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS)
consist of 9 medium-spatial resolution (30 meters)
spectral bands for bands 1 to 7 and 9. The ultra-blue
Band 1 is advantageous for aerosol and coastal research.
Band 8 is panchromatic band with about 15 meters
spatial resolution. The spatial resolution of thermal
infrared Band 10 and 11 are 100 meters. Band 1-9 are
on the OLI sensor and Band 10-11 are on TIRS sensor.
Landsat 8 takes 99 minutes to orbit the Earth and
has a temporal resolution for 16 days. The advantage of
Landsat 8 data from previous generations is the gray
level (Digital Number-DN) which previously ranges
from 0-256, now has a gray level of 0-4096. There is an
increase in sensitivity to each pixel that originally has
8-bit quantification, increased to 12-bit. Improvement
in makes the process of interpretation of objects on
the surface becomes easier. IWs that can be detected
through surface roughness patterns can be interpreted
better with this increased sensitivity. A better sensitivity
is needed to observe the surface roughness variability
in more details (Chander et al., 2009).
The Landsat 8 OLI images were taken from the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) Data Center
252
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(https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS
C1 Level - 1 data, where the geometric correction has
been improved the accuracy using DEM topographic
maps (Zanter, 2015), was used in this study. The
composite Landsat 8 Bands 5 (850 – 880 nm at 30 m
resolution), 4 (630 – 670 nm at 30 m resolution) and 3
(530 – 590 nm at 30 m resolution) into the red, green
and blue image channels respectively is used to create

false-color images.. Full detail of the characteristics of
Landsat 8 data products is given in Table 1.
There are 14 Landsat 8 images of Lombok Strait
area with cloud cover less than 10% were used for this
study (Table 2). To cover the entire area of the Lombok
Strait, we used two frames of Landsat 8 images as in
Figure 2 to observe the ISW detection in this area.

Tabel 1. The characteristics of Landsat 8
Sensor
OLI

Band
Number
1

Band
Name
Coastal

Wavelength (nm)

2

Blue

450 - 510

3

Green

530 - 590

4

Red

630 - 670

5

NIR

850 - 880

6

SWIR 1

1570 - 1650

7

SWIR 2

2110 - 2290

8

Pan

500 - 680

9

Cirrus

1360 - 1380

10

TIRS 1

10600 - 11190

11

TIRS 2

11500 - 12510

TIRS

430 - 450

Resolution
Band Applications
(m)
30
Research of the coast and aerosols
Bathymetrical mapping, distinguishing
30
soil from vegetation, and deciduous from
coniferous vegetation
Emphasizes peak vegetation, which is useful
30
for plant vigor assessmen
30
Discriminates of vegetation slopes
Emphasizes the content of biomass and the
30
shorelines
Discriminates soil and vegetation moisture
30
content; penetrates thin clouds
Improved soil and vegetation moisture and
30
thin cloud penetration
15
Sharper image definition
Improved detection of contamination of
30
cirrus cloud
Thermal mapping and
soil moisture
100
estimation
Thermal mapping and soil moisture
100
estimation

Table 2. Landsat 8 Dataset for ISW observation in the Lombok Strait area
Coordinate
Path
116
116
116
116
116
116

Row
65
66
65
66
66
65

116

66

116
116
116
116
116
116
116

65
66
66
66
65
66
66

Date

ID

Scene
Center
Time

30 May 2014
30 May 2014 (Near Sill)
28 April 2014
28 April 2014 (Near Sill)
1 July 2014
22 November 2014
22 November 2014 (Near
Sill)
17 May 2015
17 May 2015 (Near Sill)
4 July 2015
5 August 2015
6 September 2015
6 September 2015 (Near Sill)
24 October 2015

LC81160652014150LGN00
LC81160662014150LGN00
LC81160652014118LGN00
LC81160662014118LGN00
LC81160662014182LGN00
LC81160652014326LGN00

02:22:59
02:23:23
02:23:12
02:23:35
02:23:34
02:23:33

South
-7.234110
-8.679420
-7.232760
-8.679420
-8.679408
-7.232760

East
116.201249
115.889399
116.1918
115.88265
115.892096
116.208

LC81160662014326LGN00 02:23:57

-8.679420

115.8948

LC81160652015137LGN00
LC81160662015137LGN00
LC81160662015185LGN00
LC81160662015217LGN00
LC81160652015249LGN00
LC81160662015249LGN00
LC81160662015297LGN00

-7.232760
-8.679420
-8.679420
-8.67807
-7.232760
-8.679420
-8.679420

116.18343
115.870230
115.878330
115.896150
116.2026
115.89345
115.884

253

02:22:25
02:22:49
02:23:14
02:23:25
02:23:14
02:23:38
02:23:52

Scene Center Coordinate
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Figure 2. Landsat 8 imagery frame for Lombok Strait area
ISW Propagation Direction Extraction
IWs can disturb the hydrodynamic mechanism in
the Lombok Strait, so the evolution and propagation of
IWs that occur in this area are very important to study.
ISW in the Lombok strait propagate to the northern
and southern part of the sill, but when this wave is
on the outside of the strait there is a wave deflection
at a certain angle. Gao et al., (2018) introduces the
extraction method of the ISW propagation direction
from first-crest of the wave packet. This method is
used to determine the propagation direction of ISW on
Himawari-8 geostationary satellite in the South China
Sea. Journal of Geography Vol. 51 No. 3, December 2019 ( - )
Indonesian
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/

١٣٥
١٣٦
١٣٧
١٣٨
١٣٩
١٤٠

Figure 3(a) shows the sketch of the propagation
direction extraction for ISW in the Lombok strait.
There is a difference in angular direction formed by
each wave in one packet. The estimation method of
IWs propagation direction is described by Figure 3(b).
The first-crest of ISW is represented by AB curve, the
center point of the line AB (straight) is represented by
point C, and the transect line CD is perpendicular to
line AB (straight). The angle (”a”) between the transect
line and the North lines is the ISW propagation path
estimate product.

10.22146/ijg.42655

(a) 						
(b)
Figure 3. (a) ISWs extraction in the study area. The bathymetric isobaths represented by the gray contours.
Each curve represents the ISW first-crest observed by Landsat 8 images. The black lines are ISW propagation
(a)direction. (b) ISW propagation direction extraction
(b)method.
Figure 3. (a) ISWs extraction in the study area. The bathymetric isobaths represented by the gray contours. Each

254
curve represents the ISW first-crest observed by Landsat
8 images. The black lines are ISW propagation
direction. (b) ISW propagation direction extraction method.
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Figure 4. Phase speed calculation, (a) Landsat 8 image acquired on 17 May 2015 and (b) ISW extraction result

Figure 4. Phase speed calculation, (a) Landsat 8 image acquired on 17 May 2015 and
sketch
(b) ISW extraction
result sketch
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Phase
Calculation
3.ISW
Result
andSpeed
Discussion

ISW characteristics in the Lombok Strait has
been
described by Matthews et al. (2011) using SAR
Estimation of the ISWs phase speed can be
imagery
and numerical modeling and its relation to
calculated
using one
scene of
satellite image that
Landsat
8 Signatures
of Internal
Waves
monsoon
conditions. The results of this study have
containing two ISW packets (Figure 4). This method
identified
two
types of ISW generated in the Lombok
assumes
that
the time difference
between
IWs
surface
manifestation
on satellite
imagestwo
seenadjacent
as bright and dark bands which are the result of variations in
Strait,
the
first
type is a wave that propagates to the
ISW packet is a local tidal period (Porter & Thompson,
northern
part
of
the generation site is known as arc-like
1999).
Porter
& Thompson
ISW
sea
surface
roughness
(Alpers,(1999)
1985). measured
Variations the
in sea
surface roughness can be due to a converging pattern
IWS
(AIWs).
The
second type is a wave that propagates
phase speed by dividing the spatial gap with the local
to
the
southern
part
of the Lombok Strait which has
tidal cycle between neighboring ISW crest.. In this
(coarse) and divergent (smooth) as a result of the current activities
IWs below
the sea
surface
layercalled
(Munkirregular-IWs
et al.,
an
irregular
shape
which
is then
paper, we used Porter & Thompson (1999) method
to estimate the ISW phase speed in the Lombok Strait (IIWs). This irregular shape generated when there is
2000). IWs first-crest manifestation in the satellite images seen
as rank-ordered bright lines. In optical images,
using Landsat 8 satellite images with the local tidal an extensive flow towards the south of the strait which
period assumption is the semidiurnal tidal period causes a distorted thermal plume, a group of braids with
ISW
manifestations
on the surface can be seen in the sun-glint
ISWorientation
manifestations
be seen inoutflow
an regionarea.
incompatible
withcan
a uniform
(12.42
h).
motion from the sill (Matthews et al., 2011). Landsat
8 imagery
used modulation
in this studyinduced
also observed
the sun-glint regionarea depends on the modulation of the surface
wave data
spectrum
by ISW similar
3. Result and Discussion
types of IWs propagation that propagate as arc-like
Landsat 8 Signatures of Internal Waves
to north
and irregular
shape
to south(Liu
of the
Lombok
activity below sea level. Optical imaging is strongly depends heavily
on dent
upon viewing
geometry
et al.,
IWs surface manifestation on satellite images Strait.
seen as bright and dark bands which are the result of
The Landsat 8 image of 5 August 2015 (Figure
2014).
variations in sea surface roughness (Alpers, 1985). 5a) showed two packets of IWs propagating north into
Variations in sea surface roughness can be due to a the Flores Sea and south into the Indian Ocean. Pixel
ISW characteristics in the Lombok Strait has been described by Matthews et al. (2011) using SAR imagery and
converging pattern (coarse) and divergent (smooth) as a intensity extracted from the DN of Landsat 8 (Figure
result of the current activities IWs below the sea surface 5b) increasing along the IWs packet due to sea surface
numerical
modeling
and its IWs
relation
to monsoon
conditions. The results of this study have identified two types
layer (Munk
et al., 2000).
first-crest
manifestation
roughness variation induce by IWs activities. The
in the satellite images seen as rank-ordered bright lines. distance between the northward packet to the sill is
ofInISW
generated
the Lombok
Strait, the
type is a wave
propagates
to distance
the northern
partthe
of southward
the
optical
images,inISW
manifestations
on first
the surface
aboutthat
74.68
km and the
between
can be seen in the sun-glint region. ISW manifestations packet to the sill is about 52.23 km. The type of wave
generation
site is known
arc-like IWS
(AIWs).
Thewave
second type
is athat
wave
that propagates
the southern
partand that
in the sun-glint
regionasdepends
on the
surface
packet
propagates
to theto
north
is the AIW
spectrum modulation induced by ISW activity below propagates to the south has a type of IIW. The wave
ofsea
thelevel.
Lombok
Strait
which depends
has an irregular
shape
which is packets
then called
Optical
imaging
heavily on
viewing
that irregular-IWs
are near the (IIWs).
sill haveThis
an irregular
irregular shape
geometry (Liu et al., 2014).
(IIW type), but during the propagation to the deeper
bathymetry
this which
wave will
change
to the thermal
arc-like type.
shape generated when there is an extensive flow towards the south
of the strait
causes
a distorted
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(a) 				
(b)
Figure 5. (a) Landsat 8 image of the Lombok Strait area acquired on 5 August 2015 at 02:23:25 UTC.
(b) Pixel intensity cross-profile plot along sections marked by a red line in HH’.
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Figure 5. (a) Landsat 8 image of the Lombok Strait area acquired on 5 August 2015 at 02:23:25 UTC. (b) The plot
١٨٢
of the Ppixel intensity cross- profile plot along sections marked by a red line in HH’.
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(a)
Figure 6. (a) (a) Landsat 8 image of the Lombok Strait area recorded on 30 May 2014 at 02:22:59 UTC. (b) Pixel
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Figure 6 (a) shows the three packets of IWs
detected by the Landsat 8 image acquired on 30 May
2014. Packet 2 crashed into the shallow water near
the Kangean Islands, with the distance about 200
km from the sill. The northward packet wavelengths
decrease from the front to the rear approximately 4
– 10 km (Figure 6b). Meanwhile Figure 6c shows the
influence of different sunglint conditions on Landsat
8 responses in recording IWs where the pixel intensity
variation does not show a strong difference between
front and rear. Before reaching the Kangean Islands
this wave (Packet 1) has AIW type, but after passing
the islands this wave (Packet 2) will break and have

an irregular shape and then still passing through the
islands. Another interesting phenomenon in Figure 6
is the detection of the wave packet (Packet 3) that has
a direction perpendicular to the wave packets that
coming from the Lombok(b)
Strait.
ISWs Spatial-Temporal Distribution and Propagation
Direction
A selection of 14 Landsat 8 images were to analyze
the temporal and spatial distribution of Lombok Strait
10
was selected. Spatio-temporal distribution map was
created by overlaying all these ISW packets extraction
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(Figure 7). The observation result shows that the ISW
distribution is spread in the southern and northern
parts of the Lombok strait and the generation site is
in the shallow sill between the islands of Nusa Penida
and Lombok. This observation results shows that the
ISW packets have a refraction characteristic. Figure 8
shows that in both directions of ISW packets (north
and south) is deflected. This can occur because of the
effect of depth change. The crest of the ISW packet in
the shallower areas will have smaller speeds than the
deeper depth. Consequently, the wave crest will bend
and attempt to parallel with the depth contour.

The Landsat 8 images were used as a baseline for
temporal variability of the ISW in the Lombok strait.
Figure 8 shows that ISW was detected on Landsat 8 are
distributed only in certain months. Based on images
collected over period of 2014 to 2015, it appears that
ISW is detected on Landsat 8 only in May, July, August,
September, October, and November.
The partial propagation of the Lombok Strait ISW
is derived on the basis of the procedure for extracting
the propagation direction of ISWs in Secion 2.. The
ISW parameters estimation of nineteen packets is listed
in Table 3.

Figure 7. Spatio-temporal distribution map of ISWs extraction in the study area by Landsat 8 images during
April 2014 to November 2015
Table 3. Dynamical parameters of northward and southward propagating ISWs in the Lombok strait,
estimated using Landsat 8 images.
Date

Soliton Packet

Northward (in the Lombok Strait area)
28 April 2014
Packet 1
2
3
30 May 2014
Packet 2
3
1 July 2014
Packet 1
22 November 2014
Packet 1
17 May 2015
Packet 1
4 July 2015
Packet 1
5 August 2015
Packet 1
6 September 2015
Packet 2

Number of Solitons in
a Packet

Propagation
Direction

Depth

13
30 – 32
6
23 – 25
5
4
3
2
2
1
1

21.24˚
20.30˚
27.04˚
30.40˚
17.98˚
6.29˚
12.91˚
12.47˚
4.66˚
17.31˚
39.24˚

1200
1350
1200
1200
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
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Average azimuth
Northward (in the Flores Sea)
30 May 2014
Packet 1
6 September 2015
Packet 1
Average azimuth
Southward
30 May 2014
Packet 4
1 July 2014
Packet 2
17 May 2015
Packet 2
5 August 2015
Packet 2
6 September 2015
Packet 3
24 October 2015
Packet 1
Average azimuth

The results of the propagation direction
estimation in Table 2 for the Landsat 8 image acquired
on 28 April 2014 (Figure 8) show the characteristics of
ISW as a propagating wave. ISW packets were detected
on this image consists of three packets that are scattered
in the northern part of the strait. When the detected
ISW packet is near the generation site, this wave packet
has 6 solitons with the average propagation angle are
27.04˚ at a depth of about 1200 m. The second ISW
packets are at a depth of about 1350 m having about 30
solitons with the average propagation angle are 20.30˚.
Increasing depth causes the number of packets detected
to increase and the propagation direction of this second

I Wayan Gede Astawa Karang, et.al

19.08˚
4
5

295.58˚
289.30˚
292.44˚

450
1200

6
4
8
5
3
2

195.68˚
190.51˚
202.02˚
190.37˚
226.96˚
130.62˚
189.36˚

1650
1650
1650
1650
1650
1050

wave packets changes. The third ISW packets in the
Flores Sea has smaller soliton number than the second
ISW packets. These packets are located in shallower
water than the second packets and the propagation
direction is deflected due to depth change.
Characteristics of the Lombok Strait based on
the result of spatial distribution analysis indicate that
ISW packet will be detected in deep waters and the
propagation direction will be deflected parallel to the
bathymetry contour change. The results also show
that the number of solitons in one packets is found to
increase in the deeper waters.

Figure 8. Sketch of ISW packets propagation angle estimation results by Landsat 8 images acquired
on 28 April 2014 overlaid with bathymetric contour.
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Figure 9. Landsat 8 images of the Lombok Strait area acquired on 17 May 2015 at 02:22:49 UTC

Phase Speed of ISWs
ISW phase speeds can be estimated using one
satellite image containing two packets ISWs and
calculated using the Porter & Thompson (1999)
methods. Susanto et al. (2005) calculated the dynamical
parameters of the northward-propagating ISW in
the Lombok strait by analyzing two consecutive
SAR images acquired on 23 and 24 April 1996. They
reported the average ISW-train phase speeds in the
Lombok Strait is 1.96 ms-1, the average wavelength
is about 3.8 km, and solitons in a packet are about 23.
Ningsih et al. (2008) showed the numerical simulation
result of the northward-propagating ISW-train phase
speeds are about 0.71 – 2.67 ms-1 and the southwardpropagating are about 0.21 – 1.53 ms-1. Using ALOS
PALSAR images, Mitnik (2008) defined the northward
propagating ISW-train mean phase speeds between 2
packets ISW about 1.6 to 2.3 ms-1 by measuring the
distances between the leading signals in adjacent wave
packets generated 12.4 h apart.
Figure 9, the Landsat 8 image of 17 May 2015,
shows two packets of ISWs propagating to the northern
part of the strait into the Flores Sea. The crest to crest
distance of packets 1 and packet 2 is ~ 91.77 km. The
phase speed estimation are calculated by comparing the
crest to crest distance with the semidiurnal tidal period
(T = 12.42 hours). The phase speed estimation result
is 2.05 ms-1. The results of this estimate are in good
agreement with the result of previous investigation by
Susanto et al. (2005), Ningsih et al. (2008), and Mitnik
(2008).

4. Conclusion
The characteristics of the Lombok Strait ISW,
such as the direction of propagation and phase velocity
and their relation to the bathymetry, has been observed
using Landsat 8 imagery. The observation results could
confirm the suggestion by the previous researcher
(Matthews et al., 2011; Ningsih et al., 2008; Susanto et
al., 2005) about the phase speeds and spatial distribution
in the observation area.
Estimation results of ISW propagation direction
using a simple extraction method (Gao et al.,
2018), indicate a propagation direction bend. The
angular magnitude resulting from this calculation
has confirmed and clarified the occurrence of wave
refraction characteristics. This can occur because of
the effect of depth change. The crest of the ISW packet
in the shallower areas will have smaller speeds than
the deeper depth. Consequently, the wave crest will
bend and attempt to parallel with the depth contour.
The phase speeds calculation result using the spatial
difference between the two first-crests in one image and
assumed the time interval to be the semidiurnal tidal
period about 2.05 ms-1.
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